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nora® rubber fl ooring



noraplan® uni has been a designer classic for decades. It is 

appreciated for its understated elegance: the pure colours 

turn both large and small spaces into something special. 

Neutral colour tones lend a timeless, purist ambience to their 

surroundings. Creative accents can also be added using 

colourful tones from the noraplan® uni colour range. Whether 

individual colour schemes, patterns or original inlays, creativity 

knows no limits thanks to the variety of possible combinations.

noraplan® uni

E L E G A N C E
IN SIMPLICITY



blocher partners architectural office, Mannheim

Purist, timeless and  
sustainable - 
Flooring emphasises 
a modern atmosphere
blocher partners represents long-lasting and sustainable design. With branches 

in Stuttgart, Mannheim and New Delhi, this architectural office is one of the top 

names in comprehensive project developments. Founded in 1989, the multiple 

award-winning and internationally successful shared office now comprises a team 

of 120 architects, interior designers, designers, graphic artists and communication 

experts. blocher partners projects convey a special atmosphere: They are charac-

terised by their purist style and use of exciting and lively materials. This was also the 

proviso when designing their own offices in a mixed-use, four-storey building in the 

heart of Mannheim, which were naturally planned themselves. When it came to fur-

nishing their representative office spaces, the architects opted for an equally modern 

and environmentally friendly floor covering: noraplan® uni by nora systems.

Property: blocher partners architectural office, Mannheim

Architect: blocher partners architectural office, Stuttgart

Product: noraplan® uni, colour 2457, approx. 400 m²

Images: © Daniel Vieser Architekturfotografie, Karlsruhe





Contumazstall building, Hamburg, Germany

Co-working in the  
Contumazstall building
Built in 1889 and reborn in 2017: The Contumazstall building served as a quaran-

tine station for cattle for more than 100 years. Later, it was mainly used a storage 

space. As part of renovations by Giorgio Gullotta Architekten, together with Schnittger 

Architekten+Partner from Kiel, two office units were built in the listed brick building. 

Individual offices and open-plan areas spanning 2,500 m² can be used by creative 

minds, strategists, programmers or social media experts, for example.  

The architects chose colours and materials that suited the historical structure in  

order to retain the original character of the building‘s interior. The rubber flooring of 

noraplan® uni enhances the authentic overall image. As part of the Hamburg abattoir, 

the Contumazstall is now a modern co-working space in a lively part of the city with a 

combination of living, working and gastronomy. 

Property: Contumazstall building, Hamburg, Germany

Architect: Giorgio Gullotta Architekten, Hamburg, Schnittger Architekten, Kiel 

Product: noraplan® uni, colour 2451, approx. 1.300 m2

Area of use: Office spaces

Photo: © Jochen Stüber Fotografie, Hamburg



Rocket Internet, Berlin, Germany

Lift-off to the office of the future
The office space housed in the Rocket Tower in Kreuzberg, Berlin was redesigned for the company Rocket Internet. Taking 

into account the architecture of Sauerbruch Hutton, upon whose plans the building complex was based in 1995-1999, the 

floor plans were redesigned. The focus was on the different requirements within the individual departments. As a result, open 

spaces were created for mutual exchange with simultaneously integrated, concentration-promoting relaxation areas for the 

teams. Colourful lounge islands and meeting areas were enhanced. By reverting to purist materials and subdued shades, 

the original interior concept was brought back into focus. The grey noraplan® uni rubber floor merges harmoniously into the 

modern interior. The ceiling and floor form a single pale backdrop that emphasises the ample size of the space.



Property: Rocket Internet, Berlin, Germany

Client: Rocket Internet SE, Berlin, Germany

Architect: de Winder Architekten, Berlin

Product: noraplan® uni, colour 2457, approx. 8.000 m2

Area of use: Entrance area, work areas, corridors

Foto: © Mark Seelen, Hamburg



Property: Open Space Office at the Boa Vista, Hamburg

Product: noraplan® unita, colour 6444, approx. 3,500 m²

Images: © Dominik Münich





Boa Vista office building, Hamburg

Work healthily 
in an open environment
Balancing modern design and a traditional, Hanseatic façade, the Boa Vista represents a new architectonic highlight on  

the edge of the port. In Portuguese, “Boa Vista” means “beautiful view”: The office building of the same name, situated be-

tween Baumwall and Landungsbrücken, offers spectacular views of Hamburg landmarks such as the Elbe Philharmonic Hall, 

St. Michael’s Church and the Landungsbrücken floating dock. The new building provides an attractive and healthy working 

environment for its users. It was awarded Gold DGNB certification in February 2017 as a result. It was even awarded the 

highest quality grade of 4 for its use of environmentally friendly materials. DGNB auditors were impressed by the choice of 

noraplan® unita rubber flooring. Real granite chips are incorporated into the grey, rubber flooring, emphasising the industrial 

appearance of the building.

Property: Open Space Office at the Boa Vista, Hamburg

Architect: KPW Papay Warncke und Partner Architekten mbB, Hamburg

Product: noraplan® unita, colour 6444, approx. 3,500 m²

Area of use: Office spaces, common areas, corridors

Images: © Dominik Münich



Making of: The world at your feet

Eye-catching feature in the Hamburg 
Elbarkaden: An inlay made from rubber
Over the past few years, the HafenCity in Hamburg has developed into an academic quarter with many 

futuristic buildings. Great emphasis was placed on energy-efficient designs and the use of environmen-

tally friendly materials. This called for plenty of creativity: in the entrance area of one office building - the 

headquarters of environmental protection organisation Greenpeace - an inlay in the shape of a world 

map needed to be integrated into the flooring. Using a total of 215 pieces of noraplan® sentica rubber 

flooring, we were able to place the world at your feet in this building. 

Property: HafenCity office building, Elbarkaden Hamburg

Architect & client: DS Bauconcept, Hamburg

Product: Inlay made from 215 pieces of noraplan® sentica over 380 m²; 

Colours 6524, 6517, 6519

The dimensionally stable nora® rubber flooring does not require joint-sealing. It is therefore 

ideal for realising inlays: For corporate design elements, orientation systems with signage and 

meeting points, or decorative eye-catching features, nora® floor coverings are precisely cut to 

size and installed without joints. 





noraplan® unita combines rubber and granite materials to create an  

innovative floor covering with fascinating characteristics: The granite 

chips reflect the light in a versatile way, making the floor a lively com-

ponent of the architecture. The rubber used as a support material repre-

sents trusted, practical nora® properties. With its authentic appearance,  

noraplan® unita can be integrated into representative buildings as a cred-

ible addition as well as in functional buildings as an attractive accent.

noraplan® unita

THE PERFECT 
F U S I O N



Property: Königstadt-Carree on the Alexanderplatz, Berlin

Client: Bauart Beteiligungs GmbH & Co. Mollstraße KG, Berlin

Architect: bauart Architekten und Ingenieure, Berlin and STP Architekten, Berlin

Product: noraplan® unita, colour 6457, approx. 1,000 m²; 

noraplan® stone ed, colour 1146, approx. 50 m2 

Area of use: Office spaces, common areas

Images: © Oliver Heinemann



Königstadt-Carree on the Alexanderplatz, Berlin

Purist design in an open office
From Berlin’s oldest building ruins to a representative eye-catcher: in a prime location, directly on the Alexanderplatz, the 

Königstadt-Carree is situated on the site of the former Mehlschwalben building. The new building consists of four complexes: 

the Office Tower with 21 floors, a nine-storey connecting structure, an atrium and a hotel building. Despite the seven different 

tenants in the Office Tower, who were able to express their own design wishes, the building’s concept works harmoniously 

as though cast from one mould: Modern, open-plan areas with plenty of white, dark grey, glass and real wood provide a 

dynamic and creative working environment in the various offices. By choosing noraplan® unita rubber flooring, the architects 

and users opted for a product that not only looked appealing, but also provided good acoustics in large office spaces. 

Granite chips incorporated into the matte rubber reflect the light in all its glory, creating a unique effect in the flooring  

depending on how it is viewed. 





Zalando, Berlin

Clear floor design 
in the loft office
Plenty of space for creativity: In recent years, many dynamic young growth companies 

have settled in Berlin-Friedrichshain; from small start ups to Zalando, Europe’s leading 

online fashion platform. Zalando always provides a contemporary, comfortable work-

ing environment for its employeesin modern loft offices. The room design is based on 

maximum flexibility: “living rooms”, open kitchens, standing tables for groups as well as 

individually designed meeting rooms for the teams all form the basis for a communica-

tive working environment. When designing the office spaces, the company opted for 

natural, high-quality and visually appealing materials to emphasise the industrial charac-

ter of the building.noraplan® uni was selected for the flooring. The subdued, purist look 

of the rubber flooring perfectly harmonises with the restored brick walls as well as the 

room separators and telephone boxes made from maritime pine. 

Property: Zalando, Berlin

Client: OFFICEFIRST Real Estate GmbH

Product: noraplan® uni, colour 2454, approx. 2,000 m²

Area of use: Entrance area, offices, corridors

Photo: © Dirk Wilhelmy, Stuttgart





Achieve timeless elegance with norament® 926 arago. The com-

bination of durable materials and lasting aesthetic is perfect 

for busy places such as passages and entrance areas. Design 

and naturalness in perfect balance: the masculine, original 

design from norament® 926 arago with its unique feeling of

depth creates an atmosphere of welcome peace. At the same 

time, this fl oor meets modern demands for durable elasticity and 

excellent acoustic properties. With its impressive feeling of depth 

and natural charm, norament® 926 arago creates an atmos-

phere of understated elegance. Its marbled layers in subdued 

tones make norament® 926 arago a truly purist design element.

norament® 926 arago

THE PERFECT 

BALANCE

 926 arago a truly purist design element.

excellent acoustic properties. With its impressive feeling of depth 

and natural charm, norament® 926 arago creates an atmos-

phere of understated elegance. Its marbled layers in subdued 

tones make norament® 926 arago a truly purist design element. 926 arago a truly purist design element.



nora systems training and information centre, Weinheim

Exclusive ambience in a peaceful setting:
norament® 926 arago
We welcome our visitors at the nora® training and information centre. The spacious, light-flooded rooms create a modern and 

exclusive ambience with a peaceful atmosphere. This exclusive appearance in supported by the use of norament® 926 arago 

rubber flooring. Its elegant marbling and subdued tones round off the design concept. With its natural relief structure, it also has 

a quietening effect on its surroundings, even in highly frequented areas.



Property: nora systems training and information centre, Weinheim

Client: nora systems GmbH, Weinheim

Product: norament® 926 arago, colour 5179 and 5172

Area of use: Foyer, staircases, corridors, cafeteria

Images: © nora systems



Oeconomicum, Heinrich-Heine University, Düsseldorf

Subdued tones - clear design
Hundreds of students frequent the corridors and open-plan work areas of the Oeconomicum daily. The home of econ-

omists at the University of Düsseldorf is an elegant, light-flooded, three-storey building situated directly on the university 

lake. Due to high stresses, the flooring needed to be durable and easy to clean while maintaining a high-quality appear-

ance. In the end, noraplan® uni rubber flooring was chosen. As with all nora systems flooring, it contributes to a healthy 

atmosphere - an important aspect for the architectural office ingenhoven architects, which is known internationally for its 

sustainable designs. The Oeconomicum was therefore built for up to 1,500 students and 130 employees according to 

Greenbuilding standards, which determine the criteria for low energy consumption. The plan for the new building was 

already awarded Silver pre-certification from the German Sustainable Building Council (DGNB). In order to support the 

appearance of the building design with its light, discreet tones, experts at nora systems worked with architects and later 

users to develop a custom colour for the noraplan® uni rubber flooring: a warm grey. 



Property: Oeconomicum, Heinrich-Heine University, Düsseldorf

Client: Schwarz-Schütte Foundation, Düsseldorf

Architect: ingenhoven architects, Düsseldorf

Product: noraplan® uni, custom colour, approx. 2,000 m²

Area of use: Corridors, work areas

Photo: © H. G. Esch



Virtually plan 3D models and four-dimension 

P R O P E R T I E S
In our online room design studio you can virtually experience our floors in real rooms. 

With split screen representation, the room design of different products can be directly com-

pared with one another. Alternatively, you can import your chosen flooring into your own 

CAD or 3D modelling program. With Building Information Modeling (BIM), a fourth  

dimension is added which contains different product attributes. All relevant material and 

building data is digitally captured, managed, combined and lined together. In order 

to assist your modern building plan, we provide data with Revit and ArchiCAD file for-

mats for use with BIM. All information is available at: www.nora.com/de/medien-tools.

nora systems GmbH
Höhnerweg 2–4
69469 Weinheim · Germany
Telephone: +49 - 6201 - 80 6040
Email: info-de@nora.com
Website: www.nora.com

nora flooring systems UK Ltd.
4-5 Allerton Road · Rugby CV23 0PA, Great Britain
Direct Dial Number: (01788) 513 160
Fax: (01788) 55 28 12
E-Mail: info-uk@nora.com
Website: www.nora.com/uk


